
GIL Cataloging Committee 

Minutes of the September 7, 2017 Meeting 

 

1. Guest – Meg Butler (GSU Law Library) – Cataloging Questions 

[Unable to attend because of schedule – Debra reports her concerns] 

Note: Meg is not a cataloger but works in public service. 

First issue: 

Many of the alternate titles (246) recorded by libraries in Voyager catalogs were lost with 
the Alma migration. Alternate titles can be added to the 959 local field, but these fields do 
not currently display nor are they indexed. Any resource that legitimately uses these 
variant titles could have that data added to the master OCLC record and with WorldShare 
nightly imports, the updated record would be available in Primo for searching. The 959 
alternate title field can be used for all other instances. Cataloging Committee agreed to 
bump indexing of the 959 to the top. Guy will resend Sean the Google Docs link to the 
original files, which has minor corrections and is the most up-to-date. 

 

Second issue: 

Meg has encountered holdings records with links that go nowhere (see below). These 
holdings with 856 fields should be deleted and portfolios should be created to remedy this 
problem. 

 



 

2. Withdrawn Locations & EDS – Sean Purcell 

a. Do all need same Withdrawn location? 

This is a complex issue and how it can be resolved is unclear. The problem of 
extracting data via OAI has caused withdrawn titles to display in GALILEO 
discovery (see image below). Sean will need to submit a ticket to Ex Libris to find 
a solution. It is possible that institutions using a withdrawn location will need to 
use the same name to help identify these records for removal before being 
populated by EDS. 

 

 

3. OCLC Data Sync 

a. Records to Include 

b. Records to Exclude 

 

Only NZ records will be submitted. The decision to exclude all CZ and IZ 
records, NZ brief records, and NZ records for electronic resources associated with 
the CZ was made. Kelly pointed out regardless of what is sent or left behind, all 
institutions will have a lot of cleanup to do. 

 

4. Update – Multi-match Processing Plan - Sean 

a. Narrow Duplicate Title Analysis report to titles not from CZ 



The current report includes CZ and IZ records, which resulted in a large file. A 
suggestion by Debra to eliminate electronic records from this set was agreed to by 
everyone. It was felt that we should deal with the physical resources first and 
electronic multi-matches at another time. This should shorten the file that needs 
processing. 

 

5. Update – Cataloging Level 

a. Need a mechanism to update Cat level from 00 to 30 at appropriate point 

The decision to bump any bibliographic record lacking the Encoding Levels 
(ELvl) blank, 1, I, L (07-10 in the Alma rule) to 00 was made. Kelly noticed that 
some of these records did need some work. Sean created a set and adjusted the set 
leaving a little over 223,000 records at level 00. Guy noted that by doing this, we 
can easily identify records that need review and provide more complete 
cataloging in WorldCat. 

 

6. Other Questions/Concerns/Updates - None 


